CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

This research can conclude firstly that Amy Elliot Dunne who is the main woman character in the novel gets oppression from her childhood and marital life, until she makes herself lost to New York with her extraordinary action. Amy is a daughter of Marybeth and Rand Elliot also their inspiration to write Amazing Amy book which is a famous children’s book. All of the story in Amazing Amy is supposed to be the mirror of Amy in real life. Therefore, Marybeth and Rand Elliot always oppress Amy to do what they want to gain much money from Amazing Amy. Amy’s parents never care to Amy’s life, but Amy always obeys all her parents commands to her. Thus, she does not have friends, money, and independent. Her life is dedicated only for Amazing Amy. Amazing Amy can be the best seller book at that time, and the result gives a tons of money to Rand and Marybeth Elliot.

From this situation, Amy feels very bad due to the oppression from Marybeth and Rand Elliot to be a perfect woman as Amazing Amy. From this case, the reader may know and understand that the strong part of the story is the parents’ oppression. The oppression is supported by the situation and condition when parents need their daughter to get a lot of money by doing everything they want, without taking care of their daughter’s life, such as money and friends.

Secondly, beside Amy gets oppression from her parents, she also gets oppressed by her husband, Nick Dunne. At the first year of their marriage, they life happily in Amy’s parents house. But when Nick’s mother get cancer in four, he commands Amy to follow him to
Missouri near from Mississippi river to take care of his mother. Amy feels very bad. Actually she can not leave her beloved parents. However, she finally follows Nick to do the best for her mother-in-law. When Amy lives in Nick’s parents’ house, she feels Nick is no longer care about her. Nick is busy with himself. Amy tries take care for Mama Mo, Nick’s mother until she passes away, but Nick does not care about his mother and Amy. This condition forces Amy to be more patient and to take the positive side. Nick makes Amy is psychological state is worse than before loses his job, never cares to Amy, prohibits Amy to get pregnant, and the last, has an affair with his young student, Andie.

The complicated problems which Amy encounters is the reason she wants to start her new life in another place. But firstly she needs to take vengeance to Nick by creating a fake murder scene which frames Nick as the murderer of her. All the bad situations from Amy’s parents and husband are the reasons why Amy does criminal condition beside she is a psychopathic woman.